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What kind of a person
would read a book
like this?
This book isn't fancy. Its actual size isn't much
bigger than what you see here. But it tells a lot
about U.S. Steel. Its operations. Facilities.
Growth. Working benefits. It gives a rough idea
of the Corporation's many career opportunities.
(Imagine how many engineers are needed in a
company this size.) A reader won't find any
flowery phrases in this book about success.
That part is up to the individual. U.S. Steel
wants men with drive and initiative who aren't
afraid of competition. A lot of people like that
have already read this book. They work for us
now. Are you that kind of person? Send the
coupon. USS is a registered trademarif
United States Steel
f^y^y/y>yuO/^/^
BasicFacts
about
ir.S.STEE£
United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division
Room 6085, 525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Please send me ttie free booli, "Basic Fads about U.S. Steel."
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road testing
the Fkebkd
...with a computer
Engineers at the General Motors Research
Laboratories electronicalh/ simulate the steer-
ing response of Firebird III irith analog com-
puter equipment.
Would you likr to work with computers, the
brain child oi' luathcniatics? How about metal-
lurgy? Solid slate physics? Automobiles? Inertial
guidance? 1( you're a scientist or engineer at
General Motors, you may work in one of these
fields or dozens of others, just as exciting, just
as challenging.
There's real opporlunity here. No roadblocks
either. Real opportunity to move up, increasing
your knowledge and responsibility, perhaps shift-
ing to another department or division to develop
furtlier skills.
CM provides financial aid for those who go
on to postgraduate studies. And for undergrads,
there's a summer program with which they can
gain valuable experience.
For more information on a rewarding future
with GM, see your Placement Officer or write to
General Motors, Salaried Personnel Placement,
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan.
GENERAL MOTORS
GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, Aero-
nautical and Ceramic Engineering • Mathematics • Industrial Design • Physics • Chemistry • Engineering Mechanics • Business Administration and Related Fields
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ONLY 12 INCHES WIDE...
Tom Speer, Senior Engineering Research Supervisor at Stand- whirl around to reveal wear patterns and other vital infornia-
ard Oil, inspects one of the 12 sections in a new miniature tion. (INSET) Ruler shows wear pattern after strip has
road tester. Under simulated weather conditions, four wheels taken pounding from tires during rain, freeze, thaw and heat.
...THIS 'ROAD' CARRIES
WORLD'S HEAVIEST TRAFFIC!
Say good-bye to washboard pavements and
chuck holes— their doom may be sealed!
Key weapon in the war on costly road dam-
age is a new miniature highway developed in
the Standard Oil research laboratories in
Whiting, Indiana. It is only 12 inches wide and
44 feet in circumference, but it carries heavier
loads than any highway in the world. ThisTom
Thumb turnpike will eventually lead to meth-
ods of building longer-lasting, smoother, safer
highways., .at far less cost to taxpayers.
Four wheels whirling around hour after hour
can give it any degree of traffic intensity de-
sired. Pressure that corresponds to the weight
of the heaviest trucks can be applied to the
wheels. To simulate actual traffic, the wheels
are placed on braking and acceleration 90 per
cent of the time. Automated electronic equip-
ment can quickly change "road conditions"
from desert dry to cloudburst drenched."Road
conditions", too, can be changed from freezing
to thawing.
Within weeks, the new test-tube roadway
can determine what happens to roads during
years of use in all kinds of weather. It can pre-
test paving formulas and techniques, and may
show how to eliminate washboard pavement
and chuck holes. Savings in highway research
alone may run into millions of dollars. Even
larger savings in auto and road repairs and
possibly in gasoline taxes are in sight.
This test-tube roadway is just one of the
many exciting developments at Standard.
Every day, scientificresearch, pureand applied,
points the way to new or improved products.
This work holds great challenge and satisfac-
tion for young men who are interested in scien-
tific and technical careers.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS
standard)
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS ...
THROUGH RESEARCH
MAY, 1960

From the Editor's Desk .
The Merry-Go-Round
.
.
.
"Professor Flugg, what should we do about students who use files in
our course?" Professor Flugg leans back in his plush conference chair to the
right of the chairman. It is time for the committee on student activities and
coffee testing to convene for the final time before resting up for next
semester.
"Hak-kaff! Well, Professor Course (known affectionately by the students
as Ole Abee) I think we should go to all the fraternities and collect their
files. Those are the offenders."
Professor Snap awakes from a drouse long enough to mumble something
about MRH having a more complete set on his course, but he is ignored
because he talks in his sleep anyway.
Course raps his spoon on his coffee cup and wakes Snap along with
three other professors who wandered in for the coffee. "Gentlemen, I heard
an amusing suggestion the other day. One of our grad students wanted to
know why we didn't change our exams each semester!"
The crowd breaks up at this point chuckling over the joke they just
heard. Re-write indeed!
"Say, Joe, what are you going to take next semester?"
"Well, I've got a file in 199 that's pretty good, but I hear that steam
engines aren't the coming thing any more so I guess I'll hove to take
something else. You know any good courses? ("Good" loses something in
translation, but it is close to easy).
"Yeah, I took one lost semester, 219, but somebody stole my file and
I had to do most of the work in it. I ended up knowing enough that I didn't
even have to use a pony for the final. Talk about wasted time.
"Gee, that must have been bad. You made up a file after the
semester was over though, didn't you?"
"Yeah, I did, but I can't loan it to you. The instructor wanted it to give
to a grad student who was going to help him teach next semester."
"That's Okay, I hear the boys are going to get together on Tuesday
nights for 219. They've got the old lab reports and they're going to carbon
them up for everybody. Professor Course won't have to spend as much time
grading them that way. Standardization is the key to fcst checking, you
know.
"That's right but you'd better be careful, I hear this grad student
wants to change some of the problems. Chances are he won't though. I
think they still hove a few hundred copies of the old exams to use up first.
Besides, nobody would take the course if he did.
This story lasts for four years but you know the way it goes.
A. Hypocrite
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WANKEL'S WONDER
Amazing Conception in I. C. Engine Design
By Pete Thelander
The last fi-w weeks of the 1950's saw
the amiouiicement of a significant new
engine. It combines the smoothness of
the turbine engine with the efficiency
of the piston engine. Hut its greatest
attribute is its utter siniphcity: it has
only two rotating parts!
This ilraniatically clever device is the
brainchild of Dr. Felix Wankel antl
is the result of thirty year's work in
the field of sliding seals. Perhaps Dr.
Wankel's greatest contribution prior to
his rotaty combustion engine was his
cylindrical rotary valve used in some
of Germany's World War II aircraft
engines.
The West (ierman motorcycle manu-
facturing firm of Neckarsulm Werke
undertook the original development of
the rotary combustion idea and ran the
first experimental engine in February,
1937. The following year Curtiss-
Wright Corporation was licenced to de-
velop the engine in this countr\.
Description
.A goodly portion of the energy re-
leased by the fuel in a piston engine
never reaches the crankshaft as u.seful
power. It goes, instead, into accelerating
and decelerating the rather extensive re-
ciprocating masses; pistons, valves,
springs, pushrods, etc. This, in turn,
requires a heavy structure to absorb the
resultant pounding.
Dr. Wankel's engine, having oidy a
powershaft and rotor, does away with
all this stop-and-start motion complete-
ly. The powershaft is basically a round
bar with a circular eccentric tangent to
it. The rotor is shaped like an equi-
lateral triangle with its sides bowed out.
It has a hole in the center so that it
can rotate on the eccentric of the power-
shaft. At one edge of this hole is an
internal gear. The center of the bowed-
out sides is recessed to increase the com-
bustion volume, and each corner of the
triangle is slotted to accept a spring-
backed wiper which effects a seal be-
tween the rotor and the casing.
The casing is composed of two side
plates which bolt to a center secf'on.
At the center of each side plate, a hole
is bored that acts as a bearing in wb.ich
the power-shaft may turn. Around one
of these bearings, a gear is afixed to the
inside of the plate. This external gear
meshes with the internal gear in the
rotor and has exactly two-thirds ,is man\'
teeth as the rotor gear.
,The inside contour of the center sec-
tion is defined by the vertices of the
rotor as it "walks" around the gear on
the side plate. The resultant shape,
called an epitrochoid, is a short, squat
o\ al with a slightly "pinched " waist.
Such an arrangement, of course, is
not balanced, so two counterweights are
splined to the shaft outside of the cas-
ing. Fuel is metered to the air by a con-
ventional carburetor a n d inhaled
through a port in either the center sec-
tion or one of the side plates. The
burned gases are exhausted through a
second port in the center section. Also
located in the center section, is the sin-
gle spark plug. The engine may be either
water-cooled or air-cooled.
In operation, the vertices of the rotor
remain in contact with the casing, form-
ing three chambers which increase and
decrease in volme as the rotor "walks"
around the fixed gear. When the rotor
is in the position shown in Fig. 2, cham-
ber A will be at a minimum voliuiie. In
this sketch the shaft is cross-hatched
and the eccentric is defined by the tips
of the gear teeth on the rotor.
As the shaft rotates, the rotor "walks"
intake rort
fixed external (;:ear-
exhaust port
casing center section
countenviglit
1 side plate
\ \ internal
counter.vsi;:ht
^
— side ]-l?.te
spark plug
-rotor FIG. 1
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around the fixed gear, and the chamber
increases in volume. The intake port is
uncovered so that fuel-air mixture is
drawn into the chamber (Fig. 3). The
port is covered again as the chamber
nears maximum volume (Fig. 4). This
much of the cycle has taken one com-
plete revolution of the powershaft.
During the next 180' of shaft ro-
tation, the mixture is compressed as the
chamber goes through another minimum
volume (Fig. 5). The fuel-air mixture
is now ignited, and the expanding gases
drive the rotor and shaft until the
chamber has reached maximum volume
again.
The tip of the rotor then passes over
the exhaust port, allowing the burned
gases to escape (Fig. 6). The chamber
continues to decrease in volme exhaust-
ing the combustion products. The port
is closed as the chamber reaches its mini-
mum volvime, completing the cycle, and
the intake begins to open again.
This complete cycle has taken three
revolutions of the powershaft. The other
two sides of the rotor have been going
through the same cycle in sequence.
Thus a power impulse is provided dur-
ing each powershaft re\olution.
Performance
It is interesting to note that during
the 360° of shaft rotation during which
any chamber is being charged, the intake
port is open about 315°, or 87 Tf of
the time. Such long duration of inhal-
ing (and exhaling) periods permits very
high rotational speeds. NSL's small ex-
perimental engine has been run up to
17,000 rpm which is comparable to the
speed of gas turbine units. Successful
reduction gearboxes have been developed
for gas turbines, so these high speeds
should pose no new problems.
XSl's basic engine has a swept vol-
ume' of fifteen cubic inches and delivers
43 hp at 8,000 rpm. The engine is said
to have a very smooth flat power cune,
so it is reasonable to assume approxi-
mately this power can be maintained
up to twice this speed. It is reported to
be so smooth in operation that a glass
of water placed on the running engine
does not have any ripples in its smface.
This fifteen cubic inch engine is about
a foot in diameter and weighs 35 pounds.
It is made of cast iron, but there is no
reason why it could not be made of
aluminum, reducing the weight to the
neighborhood of 20 povmds. So even in
cast iron form this engine has a vcr\
good power-to-weight ratio, 1.23 hp for
each pound of engine weight.
In comparison, the Volkswagen en-
gine displaces 66 cubic inches, develops
36 hp, and weighs 198 pounds. This
represents a power-to-weight ratio of
only .18 hpib. A typical aircraft piston
engine delivers about .5 hp/lb., while
the gas turbine will produce around 2
hp/lb.
Curtiss - Wright Corporation, the
American licensee, has exclusive world-
wide rights to aircraft use of this amaz-
ing new engine. Work at Curtiss-
Wright is centered aroiuid a unit with
a swept \'olume of sixty cubic inches.
The following performance figures have
been published" concerning this unit:
Compression ratio: 7.5 to I.
Power: 100 hp at 5500 rpm.
Torque: 100 ft-lb at 200()-6000rpm.
Max. rpm: 8000.
Weight: 100 lb.
Material: cast iron.
Specific fuel consumption: .47 lb hp-
hr.
This is seen to correspond to a power-
to-weight ratio of exactly 1.00 hp lb.
The same engine with a peripheral in-
take port rather than a side port devel-
oped 124 hp at 6S0U rpm. or 1.24
hp lb.
Another common basis for comparing
engines is the power produced by each
cubic inch of displacement. Automotive
engineers have been striving for years
to reach the magical figure of 1 hp/ cu
in. A few modern, high-performance en-
gines approach this figure.'' For the
XSU engine, this ratio is 2.87 hp/cu.
in. Curtiss-Wright's engine produces
1.67 and 2.05 hp cu in. for the side
port and iieripheral port models, re-
spectixely.
Design Features
T he principal design problem to date
has been that of sealing the combustion
chamber. Spring-backed wipers at the
vertices of the rotor have been reason-
ably satisfactory in sealing the joint be-
tween the rotor and the center section.
Like the rings and valves in a piston
engine, these seals will probably be the
parts most prone to wear. The engine's
designers are understandably reluctant
to divulge details, consequently, even
less is known about the method used to
seal the sliding point between the rotor
and the side plates.
FIG. 3
While no specific claims are being
made, durability is said to be above aver-
age. This seems reasonable in view of
the extreme simplicity of the design.
Curtiss-Wright has run its engine for
300 hours under load, then disassem-
bled it for inspection and run it another
100 hours.
Means of extracting more power from
a given size unit appear to be somewhat
limited. The sides of the rotor can be
bowed out farther to increase the com-
pression ratio with a slight sacrifice in
swept volume. Increasing the diameter
of the eccentric for a given size rotor
woidd increase the swept volme and re-
quire a more oval, narrower-waisted
casing. This method also increases the
distance between the axis of the shaft
and that of the eccentric. The resultant
of the combustion pressure forces on the
rotor, would, therefore, act at a greater
distance from the axis of the shaft. This
should result in improved torque out-
put. A limit is rapidly reached here,
MAY, 1960
We don't believe in cogs. We
believe in individual people —
particularly when it comes to
mechanical engineers. We don't
assign them to drawing boards.
We assign them to projects : in
machine design, in assisting
customers on proper fastening
design, in sales engineering,
or all three, if they prefer. If
you don't like the idea of being
a cog, then write to us before
you graduate. Liberal benefits,
as you would expect from a 115
year old company that's the
leader in its field.
RUSSELL BURDSALL&WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
Port Chester, N, Y.
RBW
however, as the material left in the rotor
soon becomes insufficient to hold itself
tojiether under the stress of centrifugal
torce.
.\ \er\ i)b\ ious niethod of raisinj; the
power produced is simply to put another
eccentric on the powershaft and provide
a second rotor and casing. .'Xgain. prac-
tical complications will probably limit
tiiis "stackiiif;" to four units.
This engine is also readily adaptable
to supercharging and fuel injection. By
combining all these techniques, a whole
FIG. 4
famil\- of engines covering a wide range
of powers can be built arotuid a single
basic rotor-and-casing unit.
On the basis of power-to-weight ratio
and space required, the Wankel engine
is far out in front of the piston engine.
.A gas turbine may have a comparable,
or sligiitly better, power-to-weight ratio,
but its high operating temperatures and
numerous blades lead to several verv
FIG. 5
(litTicult problems. Turbine blades ha\e
to retain their shape and strength at
temperatures up to 1800 to 2000°?'.
Costly new metals had to be developed
before turbines became practical.
On the other hand, the hottest parts
of this new engine reach only 200 to
.?00"F, according to the Curtiss-Wright.
This is well within the structural limit
of aliimini[m which loses its strength at
relatively low temperatures. A further
problem might be that of chamber dis-
tortion due to combustion temperature
and pressure. NSU's metalurgical re-
search and Curtiss-Wright's endurance
tests tend to disjirove that this will he a
serious problem, however.
Piston engines have a large number
of parts that have to be macliined to
close tolerances; turbines have many
blades that require even greater pre-
cision ; but onlv' the rotor and the in-
side of the casing need to be precision
machined in the Wankel engine. Ordi-
nary mainifacturing tolerances arc ade-
quate for other components.
.Neither N'SL' or Curtiss-Wright is
quoting prices, but production versions
of the engine are expected to be competi-
tive with the engines they are designed
to replace.
Low octane gasolme and even diesel
oil are satisfactory fuels. With no hot
spots, this engine is virtually immune to
detonation. As mentioned before, con-
ventional automotive or aircraft car-
buretors work very well. Throttle re-
sponse is good due to the small rotating
mass.
Conclusion
Much work still needs to be done,
but this engine does hold much promise.
Right now efforts are being concentrated
on improving low-speed performance.
Early use of the engine is expected to
FIG. 6
be in applications that do not require
great speed variation, such as industri-
al generators and pumps.
Curtiss-Wright is expected to have
its industrial version in production by
the end of the year, and NSU plans to
start producing rotary combustion en-
gines within two years.
Volkswagen is reportedly very inter-
ested in the project, so perhaps the first
major change in the venerable old beetle
car will be a switch to this revolution-
ary new power plant.
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DEPENDABILITY
of shifter fork
improved by designing
it to be FORGED
By designing the shifter fork of his transmission to be forged,
a manufacturer of eartlimovers eliminated costly equipment breakdowns in the
field because of fork failure. Factor of safety was increased even while
weight and over-all costs were being f/ecreased.
Parts scrapped because of voids uncovered after much high-cost machining
are eliminated . . . forgings are naturally sound all the way through.
Forgings start as belter metal . . . are further improved by the compacting
hammer-blows or high-pressure of the forging process.
Design your parts to be forged . . . increase strength 'weight ratio,
reduce as-assembled cost, improve performance. Literature to help you design,
specify, and procure forged parts is available on request.
VOf^XJiATU iXh <K, A^iXxjJb pCUtfc
,
dJiAAJ\^Y\^ Jltx Xo X>€/ [^OKCIIUll
Drop Forging Association • Cleveland 13, Ohio
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The Dean 's Page . .
.
Russ Martin, C.E.
ENGINEERING
atid
ATHLETICS
•if lir
By H. L. Wakeland
Associate Dean of Engineering
sum Viiki-\kli, I.i;.
"He's An E!ngineer?" (Occasionally
you will hear this question asked during
a college ball game when a player makes
an exceptional play. The general public
today has a great tendency to associate
all college athletes with mental medi-
ocrity, overgrown brawn and profes-
sionalism. Publicly aired cases of unde-
sirable recruiting tactics and illegal sup-
port of college students has unfortun-
ately slandered many high level, sin-
cere and deserving college students that
have had the gumption to participate in
an athletic activity as well as their school
work.
Engineering students at the L nivcr-
sity of Illinois have shown that it is
possible to be a good engineering stu-
dent and also participate in varsity
sports. They have illustrated that enjji-
neering education and college athletics
can be compatible and they certainly
have not stood for mental or scholastic
mediocrity.
Of the 260 students listed in varsity
eligibility lists this year, 40 or 15.4'^,'
of them were enrolled in the College of
Engineering. These 40 students had an
average grade point of 3.67 which by
College of Engineering standards ranks
them above the all engineering student
average of 3.54 and would place them
in the upper 40*^; of the engineering
classes. This grade point also places
them considerably above the all Liu'ver-
sity average of 3.49. Scholastically, the
highest ranking athlete on these lists in
cross country, golf, swimming, wrest-
ling, and football were engineers. On
the varsity football eligibility list five of
the six top students scholastically were
engineers. Following is a breakdown of
the engineers participating in each niajor
sport and their scholastic averages.
The high mental calibre of these stu-
dents is also indicated by their average
high school percentile rank which places
them in the upper 20'; of their high
school classes.
It is estimated that approximately 75
engineers participated on freshmen
teams this year. Of these 75 students
—
26 reported for football and 7 for bas-
ketball. Their composite record, shown
be'ow, is not as high as upperclassmen
engineers on the varsity squads.
Of the 26 reporting for freshman
football, 15 received freshman numerals
and four of the seven reporting for bas-
ketball received numerals. Through
competition, both scholastic and athletic,
the number of engineers participating in
sports is reduced from the freshman
year to the senior year. Students unable
to carry a sport along with their engi-
neering studies are bluntly advised to
drop sports participation. Though the
freshman scholastic average of athletes
is not high, it will improve as man\
drop athletic competition of their own
volition or are advised to do so.
Each year there are engineering fresh-
men who distinguish themsehes athleti-
cally. During the past four \ears engi-
( Conliniicd nil Piii/f 12)
ENGINEERING STUDENTS LISTED ON VARSITY ELIGIBILITY LISTS
• Shown above is a ireoii refrigeration system for manned flight environmental control systems, Garrett
the Boeing 707. Through its unique design, a 10-ton designs and produces equipment for air-breathing
cooling capacity is provided at one-tenth the weight aircraft as well as the latest space vehicles such as
of commercial equipment. The leading supplier of Project Mercury and North American's X-15.
DIVERSIFICATION IS THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE
Company diversification is vital to the graduate cngi-
neers early development and personal advancement
in his profession. The extraordinarily varied experi-
ence and world-wide reputation of The Garrett
Corporation and its AiResearch divisions is supported
by the most extensive design, development and pro-
duction facilities of their kind in the industry.
This diversification of product and broad engineer-
ing scope from abstract idea to mass production,
coupled with the company's orientation program for
new engineers on a rotating assignment plan, assures
you the finest opportunity of finding your most profit-
able area of interest.
Other majorfields of interest include:
major supplier of centralized flight data systems and
other electronic controls and instruments.
• Missile Systems — has delivered more accessory
power units for missiles than any other company.
AiResearch is also working with hydraulic and hot
gas control systems for missiles.
• Gas Turbine Engines— world's largest producer of
small gas turbine engines, with more than 8,500
delivered ranging from 30 to 8.50 horsepower.
See the magazine, "The Garrett Corporation and
Career Opportunities," at your college placement
office. For further information write to Mr. Gerald
Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems— pioneer and D. Bradley in Los Angeles.
THE
AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angrlrs IS. (Mlijarnnt • I'lun-nix. Arizona
Systems. Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT. MISSILE. NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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ENGINEERS AND
ATHLETICS. . .
( (jOiitiniiid friDii I'ngt 10)
lU'i'ts ha\i' rcccivfil cither tliicc or four
ot thf I I KriNliiiu-ii Si'holastic AtliK-tic
Awards pri'si-iiti'il each \car. These
awards arc sjiven to the lili;hest raiikinj;
freshman in each sport.
•Any student considering an enj;ineer-
ing education and also wanting to par-
ticipate in a varsity sport should not he
deceived by these statistics. This com-
bination is not for the student who is
lackadaisical or complacent or willing to
do only enough to "get by." This com-
bination of ed\ication and athletics, like
any other combination of education and
student activities is for the alert—the
aggressive—the ambitious student who
realizes that with achievement comes
sacrifice. The College of Engineering is
justly proud of the students who dis-
tinguish themselves scholastically and
athletically as it is proud of engineers
making similar achievements in oth^-r
student activities. The college has al-
ways emphasized scholarship first and
ENGINEERS REPORTING FOR FRESHMEN FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL SQUADS
. IviKU/C
\ II III her Si'h'iimtii llii/h School
Freshman Sport Reporting iverage Percentile
Football
Hasketbali
THE PROSPECTS OF POWER
FROM SOLAR ENERGY
By Jack L. Diederick
The idea of harnessing the power of
the sun has interested both fantas\'
writers and serious scientists for a long
time. Their interest is easy to under-
stand. In two days the earth recei\es
in sunh'ght more energ>' than is stored
in all the known reser\es of fossil fuels.
Time and again men have devised
schemes for tapping sun-energ\' directly,
usually by focusing to heat something,
such as the boiler of a steam engin?.
None of these attempts to convert sun-
light into power has e\er achieved com-
mercial success.
Yet all over the world there is a
clamor for more energy. Scientists in
many lands are making a concentrated
effort toward finding ways of putting
the sun's energy to work niiu'e directly,
more efficiently, and on a nuich broadv'r
scale.
Our Sun As A Source
The sun is a huge incandescent ball
kept at temperatures of a million de-
grees or more by atomic and nuclear re-
actions. Radiation spreads from the sun
in all directions; the earth, 93,000,000
miles away, is in line to receive only a
small fraction of this energy. Of the
radiation directed to our planet, only a
small proportion gets through our at-
mosphere and clouds and reaches the
earth's surface. Half of the radiation
received is in the form of visible light
which can bring about chemical reac-
tions ; the other half of the energy, which
cannot be seen and is chemically inac-
tive, provides radiant heat. Both forms
of the sun's energy, however, can be
used for heating and for the operation
of an engine.
Actualh' the sun is the source of all
our conventional forms of energ)': coal,
oil, natural gas, wind, water—not to
mention food. The sim showers on earth
30,000 times as much energy as we are
now using for all purposes. Why then,
one asks, is it so difficult to utilize this
boundless source of energy more direct-
h? The answer is that in most cases
it is not difficult but is simply uneco-
nonucal. The patent offices of all nations
are full of devices to harness sunshine.
Many of these could produce useful
power, but their output would be so
small that it would not justify the
cost of the equipment.
Although the amount of sunshine that
falls on the earth is very large, it is
also spread very thin. Thus any attempt
to produce solar power means collecting
the energy falling on a large area. This
is the main reason for the high cost.
In areas of the world where fuel is
expensive because it must be brought
great distances, solar power uiu'ts may
be economical. An enterprising Italian
company is actually marketing a small
solar engine for such locations. In Cen-
tral Australia where sunshine is plenti-
ful and fuel must be brought by truck
some 1,000 miles from the coast, the
use of solar engines for pumping water
and similar purposes is close to being
economically sound.
In other parts of the world, there
are two ways in which the present far
from adequate methods can be im-
proved : first, by raising the efficiency of
the actual conversion of the solar ener-
gy, and secondly, by developing "collec-
tors" which are not prohibitively expen-
sive to manufacture on a large scale.
At present there are several devices
which have been developed for the trans-
formation of solar energies into useful
forms. Most are in the embryonic stages,
however, and are far from perfected.
With certain refinements these devices
might well become extremely useful and
valuable to mankind.
Photo-cell Possibilities
In recent years there has been hope-
fid progress in exploiting the possibili-
ties of the photo-electric cell. This de-
vice is fairly familiar to us today in the
form of the photographic light meter,
the automatic door opener, and many
other similar uses. The photo-electric
cell transforms light energy directly into
electrical energy; however, it can de-
liver only about one half of one per cent
of the energ)' it absorbs.
Engineers and scientists have thought
that this conversion efficiency is much too
low to be of an\' practical value in mak-
ing the photoelectric cell of any com-
mercial worth for the production of
power. But now the Bell Telephone
Laboratories have developed a new pho-
toelectric cell—or solar battery, as it is
called—which is twenty times more ef-
ficient than the usual cell. This new cell
is capable of deriving electric power
from the sunlight at a rate of ninety
watts per square yard of collector sur-
face.
A photoelectric cell is an extension of
some of the principles invohed in trans-
istors. Basically it works like this: The
element silicon, which has four valence
electrons and is very stable, is combined
with small amounts of the elements
arsenic and boron, haxing fi\e and
three valence electrons respectiveh.
These two added elements, wlien ab-
sorbed into the crystalline structure of
the silicon, create an electrically unstable
situation. The arsenic attaches its four
valence electrons to the neighboring sili-
con crystal but has one luiattached elec-
tron left over. The boron does just the
opposite : being short one valence elec-
tron, it attaches itself squarely to the
silicon atoms.
An analog}' can he drawn between
this situation and a bridge party where
there is not the correct luunber of play-
ers to fill all the tables. For example, if
all the tables were filled except one
which had three players instead of four,
there would be one vacancy. If one
"dummy" player were to move from
one of the other tables to fill the va-
canc\, he would leave a \acancy at his
table.
This has a dual effect—not only has
the player moved positions but so has
the vacancy: i.e., the player who moved
is at a different table now and so is the
unoccupied chair. Therefore, in this
"unstable" bridge situation there is a
constant movement of both players and
of vacancies.
The same situation exists in the sili-
con-arsenic-boron crystalline structure.
The extra "pla\er" is the extra valence
electron from the arsenic atom and the
"vacancy" is that left by the lack of a
fourth boron valence electron. As the
"players" or electrons are negatively
charged, the "vacancies" must then have
the effect of a positive charge. There
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thni exists a stati- of iiiistalilc i-quilibri-
iiiii.
When light falls upon this alioN aiui
the photons of lijiht ciu-isin arc absorhcil,
the eiiiiilibrium is liisturbed. Klcctroiis
aiul vacancies begin to How and to set
up an electrical potential within the
substance which, if properly tapped, will
produce an electric current. Kach pho-
ton of light absorbed creates an electron-
vacancy pair. Not all wavelengths of
light have the energy to dislodge elec-
trons, of course, and some wavelengths
have too much energy for efficient use.
About 45',' of the energy in the total
spectrum of the sunlight can be trapped
by such a photoelectric solar battery. He-
cause of va-ious other losses in the con-
struction of such a battery. howe\er, it
can't convert more than 29'', of tlv.-
net sunlight energy reaching it.
The question that now comes to mind
is: will its efficiencN' of conversion be
great enousrh to make this solar battery
conuiierciallv applicable? For exampl",
can a rural housekeeper now install one
of these systems and then ignore or quit
his commercial electricity supph com-
pletely? To do this he would have to
provide for some means to store the
energy converted during the day so that
it would be available for use at niglit.
This would necessitate storage batteries
of high enough capacity to store about
two weeks supply of power in prepara-
tion for a stretch of cloudy weather.
.-Ml in all, this would require about
one ton of storage batteries costing ap-
proximately $500 and yearly main-
tenance charges of iicarK $1,11(10. This
example shows that solar energy is def-
initely not "free" power and that large
scale commercial applications of photo-
electric power are not everywhere feas-
ible right now. However, it is not safe
to assume that the solar battery will be
of no use with further development.
Communications
In fact, it appeals that there are going
to be many applications in the field of
communications for the photoelectric
source of power. Communications, as a
matter of fact, are idealh suited for
the solar battery: small power demand,
often in remote inaccessible spots where
there is no available power from other
lines. In these uses the solar battery has
one great advantage over the dry cell:
the solar units will never run down be-
cause it is recharged an<l fueled by tlic
sun.
The actual power consumed h\ each
telephone is only about 1/20 of a watt.
If a solar battery is used in conjunction
with long-lived storage batteries, it can
actuate a telephone installation for years
without attention. The Southern Rell
Telephone Company in Americus, Geor-
gia, put into operation in 1955 the first
successfid commercial solar batterv. This
converts the sun's energy directly and
efficiently into substantial amounts of
electricity. The Hell System contends
that this de\ice is fifteen times as effici-
ent as the best previous solar energy
CDinerters.
The unit is now being used on sev-
eral lines «here amplifiers are needed to
maintain the strength of the signal, but
where there are no power sources with-
in a reasonable distance. On clear and
even somewhat overcast days the collec-
tor draws enough power for its opera-
tion from the sunlight and dixcrrs the
rest of the energ\- to a storage batter>
which supplies the power during the
hours of darkness. The whole unit gen-
erates enough power for the effective
continuous operation of the system at
10 watts, suppUing eight phones on a
rural line.
Solar Furnaces
Another interesting adaptation of
solar power is the solar furnace. In
Mont-Louis, France, in the Pyrenees
Mountains, is located a factory which
manufactures refractory furnace linings.
Very high temperatures are necessary
for this process, as the refractory ma-
terials have a very high melting pout.
Heat is usually obtained from electric
arc furnaces, but this particular factory
has been using solar fvu'iiaces at a 25 '^i
lower cost than for the electric arc
method.
The apparatus consists of two large
mirrors to gather and concentrate the
rays of the sun. A flat mirror is mount-
ed on a motor-powered swivel so as
always to direct the rays into the para-
bolic reflector. This steps up the effec-
tive energy falling on the surface of
the earth by a factor of 20,000, pro-
ducing temperatures in excess of 5400°
F
(iron melts at 2800°F). Its equivalent
power is 75 kilowatts; comparable elec-
tric arc furnaces would require a gener-
ator driven b\- .-i 1000 HP motor.
Domestic Use
Another \ery important potential use
of solar power is in the field of domestic
heating and air-conditioning luiits. As a
matter of fact the Federal (lovernment
expects a market for 13 million solar
heating plants by 1975. In New York
there are already two houses which have
had operative solar heating systems since
1949, both working quite satisfactorily.
One method is to heat air by the
rays in glass collectors outside the house.
The air is then circulated to the heat
storage area where it is absorbed in bins
of spec'al salts. Then when heat is need-
ed in the home, a combined radiant and
hot air heating system transfers the en-
ergy from the salt bins to the living
areas. Usually a standard commercial
heating luu't is also provided as an auxili-
ary supph in case of many cloudy days
or excessive heat demands during the
early morning hours. Another method of
heat storage sometimes used instead of
salts is a very large water tank in the
b;isement which wdl absorb and retain
heat. Thvrc is still some doubt, how-
ever, as to whether a pure solar heating
s\stem will be completely self-sufficient
in northern latitudes.
Sometimes, to reduce over-all costs,
solar heating and an air-conditioning
s\srem are combined. The air-coiulition-
ing function is just the opposite of the
heating fiuiction. Hot air is pumped ovit
of the living area during the day, stored
in the heat storage area, and the stored
heat expelled to the outside at night.
A system like this is actually in opera-
tion today.
Evaluation
To summarize, it may be said that
u>ing solar energv to supply low-temper-
ature heat is alreadv economical in many
circiuiistances, and a large increase in
the number of houses heated and cooled
by solar energy can be expected in the
next few years. The production of
power from the sun by means of a heat
engine is still uneconomical in most
areas. Advances in methods of collector
design show promise of improving the
economics to a point at which solar en-
ergy will be worth while in many areas
where cheap conventional fuels are not
available. Even today it is economical
in a few extreme cases. Among the non-
thermal processes, photosynthesis may
one day offer another reasonable method
of harnessing sunshine. Large-scale
power operations by the photoelectric
process will be significant only if im-
proved methods are developed which
will reduce the cost of the apparatus
significantly.
Efforts in solar research have thus far
been limited, and problems are many.
No new era of solar energy properties
is just around the corner. Years of re-
search and development are necessary.
Hut the basic concepts are within our
grasp and without much doubt can be
brought to realization in the forseeable
future.
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complete instrumentation for NASA's Project Mercury
COLUNS ELECTRONICS
The reality of MeDonnell's manned sat-
ellite will be a great milestone in NASA's
exploration of space. Collins Radio Com-
pany is proud to participate in Project
Mercury by supplying the complete elec-
tronics system, including orbital radio
voice conimimication, a command system
for radio control, a telemetry data system,
a Minitrack beacon system, a transponder
beacon system for precision tracking, and
a rescue radio voice and beacon system.
Collins needs engineers and physicists to
keep pace with the growing demand for its
products. Positions are challenging. Assign-
ments are varied. Projects currently under-
way in the Cedar Rapids Division include
research and development in Airborne
communication, navigation and identifica-
tion systems. Missile and satellite tracking
and communication. Antenna design, Ama-
teur radio and Broadcast.
Collins manufacturing and R&D in-
stallations are also located in Burbank
and Dallas. Modern laboratories and re-
search facilities at all locations ensure the
finest working conditions.
Your placement office will tell you when
a Collins representative will be on camp\is.
For all the interesting facts and figures
of recent Collins developments send for
your free copies of Sipnal, published quar-
terly by the Collins Radio Company. Fill
out and mail the attached coupon toda\'.
You'll receive every issue published during
tliis school year without obligation.
Professional Placement,
Collins Radio Company,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Please send
during this s
ne each Collii
:hool year.
Signal published
COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
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• CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA h
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The care and feeding of a
It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way.
Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction
of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the
reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including
all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system
utilization and crew training. This com p lete job allows Douglas missiles like
THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test
to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas
IS seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles,
space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene,
Box 600-M, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California.
Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation
requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space r\A||/^| AQ
probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of l/UUULMO
MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT DC-8 JETLINERS CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMB-^
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"I found I could be an engineer
—and a businessman, too"
William M. Stiffler majored in mechanical
engineering at Penn State University— but he
also liked economics. "I wanted to apply en-
gineering and economics in business." he says,
"and have administrative responsibility."
Bill got his B.S. degree in June. 1956. and
went to work with the Bell Telephone Com-
pany of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg. During
his first two years, he gained on-the-job ex-
perience in all departments of the company.
Since June. 1958, he's been working on trans-
mission engineering projects.
Today, Bill is getting the blend of engineer-
ing and practical business-engineering he
wanted. "The economic as])ects of each proj-
ect are just as important as the technical
aspects," he says. "The greatest challenge lies
in finding the best solution to each problem in
terms of costs, present and future needs, and
new technological developments.
"Another thing I like is that I get full job-
responsibility. For example, I recently com-
pleted plans for carrier systems between
Scranton and four other communities which
will bring Direct Distance Dialing to cus-
tomers there. The transmission phase of the
project cost almost a half-million dollars and
was 'my baby' from terminal to terminal.
"Telephone engineering has everything you
could ask for—training, interesting and varied
work. res|)onsibility, and real management
opportunities."
Bill Stifllcr and many college men like liim have found inter-
esting careers willi the Bell Telephone Companies. There
may he a real opportunity for you, too. Be sure to talk with
the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus— and read
the Bell Telephone hooklet on tile in your Placement Odice.
BELL
TELEPHONE
COIVIPANIES
MAY, 1960
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Automation and Applications
of Transfer Machines
Automation is an integration of me-
chanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electri-
cal, and electronic devices to perforin
anil control operations of producti<in
without constant human inter\ention.
Althoufih the word itself is relatively
new, automation is the gradual e\olution
and application of tremendous advances
that have been made in the technology
of production. These advances, in turn,
have been dependent to a great degree
on the de\elopments within the last few
\ears in the field of electronics.
Automation is, therefore, an extension
of the concepts of the Industrial Revolu-
tion. These were basically the substitu-
tion of machine power for manpower,
fiom which came Eli Whitney's idea of
interchangeable parts, and the concepts
of mass production lines developed In
6onfr'o\
Ele/77errr
D-
By Max E. Zuigley
Henr\- I'Ord. To these notions ha\e been
added that of incorporating into ma-
chines the thinking processes of man.
I'lu-n, just a> mechanization has largely
elimin.ited the need for man's physical
power, auomation will eliminate the
need for the mental control tasks that
were previously a.ssociated with this
power.
This is not to imply that all of man's
work is finished. It is rather the begin-
ning of an era in which the duties of
workers will be on a much higher plane
than before. It maiks the beginning of
an era in which tile formulation of
ideas and design and maintenance of
machines will be the major responsibili-
ties, tasks of the people in our industrial
force.
Mechanization and automatic ma-
chinerv have been available for years.
Where, then, is the dividing line be-
tween the emplovnient of manually con-
trolled automatic machinerv' and auto-
mation? This dividing line lies in the
methods employed to control the ma-
chines and in the materials handling
aspect of mechanized operations.
In mechanized production operations,
the machines that are used must be in-
dividually set up for the operations to
be performed, and must be controlled
by an operator. The inspection of the
finished product as it comes from these
machines must be carried out manually,
even tbf)ugb the person engaged in this
inspection ma\' have the use of very ad-
vanced techniques. In this process, when
the finished material is not within the
(('.(intiniuil on Ptuic 20)
Proc-t'-
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TIROS satellite orbiting towards ground station in Eastern United States.
RCA-BUILT "TIROS" SATELLITE REPORTS
WORLD'S WEATHER FROM OUTER SPACE
As you read these lines, the most remarkable
''weather reporter" the world has ever known
hurtles around our globe many times a day,
hundreds of miles up in outer space.
The TIROS satellite is an orbiting television system.
Its mission is to televise cloud formations within a belt
several thousand miles wide around the earth and trans-
mit a series of pictures back to special ground stations.
Weather forecasters can then locate storms in the making
... to help make tomorrow's weather forecast more
accurate than ever.
The success of experimental Project TIROS opens the
door to a new era in weather forecasting—with benefits to
people of all lands. This experiment may lead to advanced
weather satellites which can provide weathermen with hour-
by-hour reports of cloud cover prevailing over the entire
world. Weather forecasts, based on these observations, may
then give ample time to prepare for floods, hurricanes,
tornadoes, typhoons and blizzards—lime which can be used
to minimize damage and save lives.
Many extremely "sophisticated" techniques and de-
vices were required to make Project TIROS a success
—
two lightweight satellite television cameras, an infra-red
horizon-locating system, complex receiving and trans-
mitting equipment, and a solar power supply that collects
its energy from the sun itself. In addition to the design
and development of the actual satellite, scientists and
engineers at RCA's "Space Center" were responsible
for the development and construction of a vast array
of equipment for the earth-based data processing and
command stations.
Project TIROS was sponsored by the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. The satellite pay-
load and ground station equipment were developed and
built by the .\stro-Elcctronic Products Division of RCA,
under the technical direction of the U. S. Army Signal
Research and Development Laboratory.
The same electronic skills which made possible the
success of nmri's most advanced weather satellite are em-
bodied in all RCA products—RCA Victor black & white
and color television sets, radio and high-fidelity systems
enjoyed in millions of American homes.
THE MOST TRUSTED
NAME IN ELECTRONICS
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
MAY, \9i0 19
ENGINEER
WHO'S
''ARRIVED"
E. L, DISBROW
^^^ Tri-Slate College, Angola, Ind. '51
Bh d DISBROW exemplifies the opportunity to grow with a young,
growing company. Now District Manager of the Dunham-Bush Minne-
apolis office, he supervises widespread engineering activities of a group
of sales engineers representing a multi-product technical line.
Engineering degree in hand. Ed went to work for Heat-X (a Dunham-
Bush subsidiary) as an Application Engineer. Successive steps in the
Dunham-Bush main office and as Sales Engineer in the New York
territory brought him to his present managerial capacity.
A member of Belle Aire "V'acht Club, Ed leads a pleasant life afloat
and ashore with his wife and two boys.
Equally satisfying is Ed's job. In directing calls on consulting engi-
neers, architects, plant engineers, wholesalers, contractors and building
owners, he knows he"s backed by the extensive facilities of Dunham-
Bush laboratories, ^'ou can see him pictured above on a typical call,
inspecting a Minnesota shopping center Dunham-Bush air conditioning
installation.
Ed's success pattern is enhanced by the wide range of products he
represents. For Dunham-Biish refrigeration products run from com-
pressors to complete .systems: the range of air conditioning products
extends from motel room conditioners to a hospital's entire air condi-
tioning plant. The heating line is equally complete: from a radiator
valve to zone heating control for an entire apartment housing project.
The Dunham-Bush product family even includes highly specialized heat
transfer products applicable to missile use.
AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION,
HEATING PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES
Dunliam-Bushp Inc.
WEST HARTFORD 10, • CONNECTICUT, • U. S. A.
SAIES OFFICES lOCATED IN PRINCIPAl CITIES
(Continued from P/it/c IS)
limits of the (icsignateil tolerances, the
operation of the machine must he ad-
justfil to correct the deviation.
Ill the use of automatic machinery
which has automatic testing devices as
an integral part of the processing, faulty
parts may also be rejected by the test-
ing device and the operation halted, or
.some sort of warning de\ice ma\ he
used to make the operator aware that
adjustment is necessary.
Open vs. Closed Loops
The two s\.sti-ms abose, which com-
prise the major portion of present pro-
duction facilities, are known as open-
loop systems. .Automation employs what
is known as a closed-loop system, in
which the input to the process and the
process itself are controlled h\ the re-
sults of testing the output. The figure
on page 18 shows the basic principles of
the open and closed-loop systems.
The simplest examples of the closed-
loop system are the flyball governor and
the thermostat. As the speed of the
shaft o:i which the governor is mounted
is increased, the weights are lifted by
centrifugal force, and through the prop-
er linkage these weights activate a \al\e
which increases or decreases the amount
of steam entering the steam eiiT'iie. In
the case of the thermostat, a thcmo-
couple is used to activate the switch of
the heating unit. In each of these cases,
however, it can be seen that the output
of the system directly controls the input,
and these are therefore closed-loop sys-
tems.
In the application of automation to
production processes, several combina-
tions of the factors of production arc
possible, but all employ the same basic
principles. Machines which perform
multiple operations may be of several
basic types, the choice of which depends
upon considerations of space, relative
position in the entire production opera-
tion, and economy. These machines
which load, move the material through
different phases of the operation, per-
form the different operations, carry on
inspection, and unload the finished pro-
duct are known as transfer machines.
Transfer Machines
Most transfer machines are controlled
by computer, either analog or digital.
Analog computers are so named because
they set up physical models in order to
solve problems. In the electronic ana-
log computers these models are in the
form of voltages. The chief advantage
of the analog computer is the fact that
the device need be no more complicated
than the problem or model that it deals
with. Another advantage is the fact that
the analog computer gives continuous
and instantaneous solutions to the prob-
lems presented.
The digital computer is a much more
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complicated inacliinc- tlian the analog,
but is capable of solviii"; much more
complex problems. The name is derived
from the fact that these machines are
designed to solve problems by perform-
ing mathematical operations on the data
supplied. Because of this, there is a time
lapse between the feeding of the infor-
mation to the machine and the solution
of the problem. With increasing refine-
ments in the design of this type of ma-
chine, howver, the time for the opera-
tions is being measured in millisecoiuls,
and in very advanced machines in micro-
seconds, so that their use is becoming
more and more widespread.
Machine-Tool Uses
In the use of computers to control
machines, the sequence of operations to
be performed is recorded on punched
or magnetic tape. These instructions are
read into the computer, and are stored
in its memory circuits. The computer
then controls the operations of the ma-
chine by referring to these instructions
in the proper sequence.
In* most transfer machines electronic
inspection devices relay any deviations
from prescribed conditions to the con-
trolling computer, which in turn makes
adjustments to the operation, correcting
for the deviations. The above sketch
shows a schematic diagram of a sequence
of operations controlled in this manner.
Transfer machines with this type of
control may be of two types, unitized
or sectionized. The unitized machine
operates as a complete unit, and in order
to shut down one phase of the operation
the entire machine must be stopped. In
the sectionized machine, groups of re-
lated operations are built in different
sections, so that one section can be in-
operative without affecting the others.
In these machines, reserve banks of the
material in process are kept on hand for
each section, so that if a section is shut
down the sections performing the subse-
quent operations can draw material from
the reserves and total production will
not be affected.
In connection with the sectionized
machine a device called a toolorometer
is used. This is an .uitomatic tool pro-
gramming method whereby a memory
device keeps track of the number of op-
erations that each tool has performed.
At a predetenuined number of opera-
tions the toolorometer then automatical
-
h' stops the section in which the tool
is located, to allow for tool replacement.
At the same time other tools in the sec-
tion which are close to their change
times can be replaced, thus eliminating
tile need for fvirther stoppages. Down
time due to tool changing and break-
age is a big factor in limiting the num-
ber of operations that a transfer ma-
chine may be designed for, and there-
fore such controls are very important.
In the materials-handling phase of
the transfer-machines operation the ma-
terial to be processed moves through the
machine on pallets or on some sort of
conveyor. If the pallet system is used,
the material is clamped into blocks when
it enters the machine. The motion of
these types of machine is intermittent,
as the movement must stop while the
operations are being performed. In some
machines movement is constant, the ma-
terial moves through the machine on
conveyors, and is pushed into the heads
of the various tools by loading and un-
loading devices.
The use of transfer machines is seem-
ingly imlimited. Our industry has just
scratched the surface in adapting
these machines to our production. As an
example of some of the uses of trans-
fer machines: in 1956 the Plymouth V-S
engine line consisted of one transfer ma-
chine 560 feet long, and two cylinder
head assembly lines 126 feet long. The
three lines were coordinated and timed
to produce 150 finished engines per hour.
Ford V-8 engine blocks were pro-
duced by a transfer machine 350 feet
long which performed 555 separate
operations and turned out 100 parts an
hour. The Russians have a plant where
aluminum ingots are taken in one end
and at the other enil aluminum pistons
are sorted into four sizes, inspected,
greased, wrapped in paper, and packed
in boxes of six. All operations are car-
ried out automatically, and this plant
produces 3.^0(1 pistons in
.'i twenty-four
hour i\<\\ with a work fence of onh' m'ne
men per shitt.
Other Applications
Automation is not limited to the use
of transfer machnies in the mdustries
mentioned, but rather to every phase of
business. In the fields of data processing
and the flow processes in the chemical
industry, completely automatic opera-
tions are being utilized. In transporta-
tion, railroads are practicing automatic
handling of cars in \ards from central
control computers.
With its implications of less work to
be done, automation has, for some time,
been a controversial subject for discus-
sion between labor and management. It
is being used more and more, however,
and just as mechanization and mass
production methods enabled us to raise
our standard of living constantly and at
the same time have more leisure, so
automation will further this trend.
RKFKRKXCES
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"Doc, vou've got to help me. Last
night I drank two ipiarts of stolen gold
paint."
"(niod Heavens! How do you feel
now?"
"Guilty."
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INERTIAL GUIDANCE
By M. Staloff
In tliis the so callcil ;i.<j;c of inissili's,
<;uiilaiUT systems of various typi-s art- of
the utmost importance. It goes without
sa\ing that a inissle doesn't consist sole-
1\ of a power plant and a warhead or
whatever else its pa\ load may he. There
must be some wa\ of iruidini; the ma-
chine to its destination. This is the scic
function and reason for beinf; of the
jjuidance system. The work bcin"; done
in this Held is an important part of
militar\ ordnance and civilian spac-
projects.
There are various basic types of guid-
ance systems in use and in development.
Some of these are: the beam rider s\ -
tem, the homing system, the command
system, the baseline system and the in-
ertial guidance system. The first three
mentioned are used primarih for nio\-
ing target applications and dencnd on
some sort of response to stimidi either
originating from or reflected fiom the
moving tars-et by a ground ra'ar sta-
tion. The last two systems baseline and
inertia!, are used for fixed taru;ers. Ra-
dar again plays the major role in the
baseline system. The three moving tar-
get systems and the baseline then all de-
pend on radar. The big disadvantage
with this is that these systems arc sus-
ceptible to enemy jamming. The remain-
ing system, the inertial space guidance
s\stem, is a completely self contained,
automatic and jamproof means of guid-
ing a missile to its target or an aiiplanr
to its destination.
The inertial guidance system shall be
discussed here vmder three main topics:
the basic idea, refinement to the basic
system, and a brief ilcscription of some
of the less familiar components.
'Ihe inertial guidance system carries
within itself all the information neces-
sary to guide the machine to its target
or destination, that is, the location of
the target and an internal means for
sensing deviations from an arbitrary
path to the target. The inertial naviga-
tion system is essentially a form of dead
reckoning device. This means that the
geographic position of the starting point
and destination must be known and set
into the equipment. The system is then
capable of determining and supplying
the following information: a) geogra-
phic position of the vehicle at any time,
b) grouiul velocity and track, c) the
distance traveled .ind distance remain-
ing to the destination, d) the direction
to destination, e) attitude of the ma-
chine. This information is utilized by
computeis to furju'sh an output, finally,
to serve motors which control the ve-
hicle. The major components needed to
accomplish this job are as follows:
1 ) Acceleronieters. These are the
basic sensing elements.
2) Integrators. Mechanical or elec-
tronic devices which are capable of per-
forming integrations.
.1) (jyro stabilized platform. This
maintains the acceleronieters horizontal
anil isolates them from aircraft attitude
changes.
yaw. The acceleronieters produce an
output, usually electrical, which is pro-
portional to the acceleration. This out-
put is ted into .an integratoi which
yields distance ti.'ucled. This outjiut is
then fed into the spherical trigonometric
computer which corrects the distance
and its output is tlien used to drive
ser\o motors.
The basic s\stcm, as has been men-
tioned, is simplicity itself. The real
work in making a practical, workable
system comes in in problems of correc-
tions and accuracy. An example of the
kind of accuracy needed is indicated b\'
the fact that Minneapolis-Horie\well
chose the site of their new plant, which
is engaged exclusively in this work, on
the F"lorida west coast because the
ground foimdation is sand. A sand foun-
d;ition offers a very stable platform in
that it ab.sorbs and does not transmit
earth disturbances such as earth quake
waves, which may be not at all discern-
able except to a very sensitive seismo-
graph. However even distvnbances as
minute as these cannot be tolerated in
the manufacture of some of the delicate
components.
One major fault with the basic sys-
{i/£^oc/7-y) (/^/sr^'Mce)
FIG. 1
4) Spherical trigonometric computer.
Converts distance traveled to corre-
sponding changes in latitude and longi-
tude for the particular latitude. This is
necessary due to the fact that the dis-
tance between meridians of longitude
decreases with increasing latitude.
The basic theory underlying inertial
space navigation is straightforward and
appealing in its simplicity. A first and
second integration of acceleration yields
respectively velocity and distance. If
suitable means are employed for sensing
the acceleration, performing the re-
quired integrations, and processing this
data into useful information, then the
job of navigation can be accomplished.
Shown in Fig. 1 is a block diagram
of the basic .system. Acceleronieters are
moiuited on a gyro stabilized platform
which isolates the acceleronieters from
aircraft motions such as pitch, roll and
tem lies in the fact that the gyros sta-
bilize the platform housing the acceler-
onieters in space and cannot stabilize
with respect to an earth reference such
as horizontal. It is necessary to main-
tain the acceleronieters absolutely hori-
zontal because if they were allowed to
experience and respond to a component
of acceleration due to gravity, they
would liaxe no way of distinguishing
gravitv' from an acceleration of the
craft, arul \vo\dd produce erroneous out-
puts.
This problem is sohed in every in-
ertial guidance system by the utilization
of a physical principle investigated in
1923 by a (lerman professor of applied
mechanics. Dr. Maxmilian Schuler. Dr.
Schuler put forth the concept of the
'84 !VIiniite Pendidum'. Briefly the idea
involveil here is as follows: An ordinary
pendulum is, of cour.se, not subject to
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Vertical accelerations when in the equi-
librium position. When subjected to
horizontal accelerations of its point of
suspension, however, it is displaced from
equilibrium. A change in direction of
motion e\en without a change in speed
can cause the pendulum to deflect as
this also constitutes an acceleration. This
is more or less intuitively obvious as one
can imagine the effects on a pendulum
suspended in a moving train which is
either undergoing a change in speed or
a change in direction. In either case it
would deflect. It can be shown that the
pendulum would be unaffected by spuri-
ous accelerations under one condition
;
namely that the length of the pendulum
be equal to the radius of the earth!
Underthis condition the point of suspen-
sion of the bob could be moved about
without any deflection of the bob from
the equilibrium position. The reason for
this is that the pendulum's center oi
gravity is at the center of the earth anil
hence remains at rest. This is a very
interesting result but certainly, it seems
of only academic value as it would be
a bit inconvenient to carry around such
a pendulum. The value of all this lies
in the fact that any pendulum system
which has a natural period of oscilla-
tion equal to this so called earth pen-
dulum, would exhibit this same inde-
pendence of linear accelerations. From
the equation for the period of a pen-
ulum, T = 2'7:\/L (^i. the period is
found to be approximately 84 minutes
—
thus the name 84 minute pendulum.
These results are all very interesting
but how do they help us in our inertial
guidance problem? Previously it was
mentioned that the trouble with our
basic svstem was that it could not ref-
/
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erence the acceleronieters with respect to
the earth's surface, and that this was
necessary in order to isolate them from
the effects of gravity. The significance
of Schuler's 84 minute pendulum is
that it is, essentially, a vertical deter-
mining device. The refined inertial sys-
tem operates in the following manner:
The accelerometer platform is mount-
ed on the gyro stabilized platfonii on an
axis about which it can be rotated. As
the vehicle moves around the earth, a
signal from the .second integrator out-
put (distance) is fed back to servo
motors which rotate the accelerometer
platform with respect to the gyro sta-
bilized platform, a number of degrees
identical with the angular displacement
of the vehicle. When this signal is fed
back to the accelerometer platform, the
FIG. 2
whole combination of gyro stabilized
platform, accelerometers, integrators,
and servos acts as an undamped pen-
dulum. If this system is constructed to
have the 84 minute period, then it will
be vertical seeking and contin\ie to main-
tain its position horizontal to the local
vertical.
The building blocks of which the
complete inertial guidance system is com-
posed are, for the most part, standard
aircraft components which have found
previous applications in instrumentation
and autopilots. In eluded in this cate-
gory are such items as gyros and servo
mechanisms. Two devices which may not
be as familiar and therefore deserve
some mention are the accelerometer and
the integrator.
The accelerometer whose function,
as has been previously explained, is to
sense acceleration and deliver an output
proportional to this acceleration—is es-
sentialh' a simple de\icc.
One form of accelerometer, as illus-
trated in the sketch, might be a mass
supported on a horizontal platform.
Two end springs are attached which lie
along an axis in the direction of the
component of acceleration it is desired
to measure. Attached to the mass is a
potentiometer slide which governs an
output voltage. As the unit is subject-
ed to a linear acceleration, the mass will
be displaced to a new equilibrium posi-
tion imtil the acceleration stops at which
time the mass will be returned to the
null position by the action of the
springs. If the potentiometer is linearly
wound, the output voltage will be pro-
portional to the displacement of the
mass which is in turn pid|iortional to
the displacement ot the mass wliich is
in turn proportional to the acceleration.
This form of accelerometer is limited in
the range of accelerations to which it
can accurately respond by such factors
as friction and spring constant. In mis-
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silc applications the required range ot
aioelerations nia\ be as liijili as 100,-
000:1.
A niucli better acceleronieter can be
made employing an 'electrical spring.'
This iorm is sliown in tlie loliowing
sketch.
I nder the intluence of a linear ac-
celeration, the petuiuliim, wliich is :it-
tached to the motor case is deHected.
It a voltage is then applied to the motor
armature causing it to rotate in the
proper direction, a torque opposing the
pendulum motion is developed. A vo't-
a'c just large enough to produce a
torcpie whicii e.\act!\- cancels the torque
iliic to the pendulum is applied and the
pendulum maintains its equilibrium
po ition. The toripie produced by the
armature rotatioji is pro|iortional to the
;ip|ilied voltage and hence the applied
volra'.'e will be proportional to tl^e ac-
celeiation which caused the pendulum
to detlect. This type of accelerometer
has no springs to be concerned with and
the bearings can be made relatively fric-
tionless.
There are \ari(ius devices which are
capable of performing the mathematical
operation of integration. The\ can be
either mechanical or electrical in na-
ture. The most commonly used are elec-
trical or electronic devices. The one in
particular I shall describe is the type
used in electronic analog computers.
This integrator is simply a high gain,
direct - coupled, operational amplifier
with a capacitor in a feeilback loop. To
sec how this amplifier can integrate it
is necessary to look at the equations that
can be written. In the following circuit
it is assumed that the amplifier draws
on current at its input grid.
/f
^^-
tempteil to present a clear workable pic- to convert it into a workable one, and
ture of the inertial guidance system by third a brief description of two of the
means of three main topics, h'irst a pre- majoi' components. It is hoped that tin-
sentation of the basic theor\, second dis- subject has been presented to the reader
cussion of refinement of the b.isic unit in a cleai' and understandable manner.
/='<SA/£?l/^ f//^
FIG. 4
Using cperatcr notation: S - J^ = '^yC^/t
^ ( ^ ^ sc) - ^,' (^) - ^c (sc) - O
y^
_ ^ (^ ^sc) - ^.- (^^) - ^. esc) - a
It is seen, then that the output of the
integrator is approximately equal to the ZT — —
negative integral, with respect to time, "
of the input. The approximation which {
depends on the gain of the amplifier,
is a good one as typical gains for this
t\pe of amplifier are 10'' to 10^.
.Another possible integrating device is
^^o ^ —
the ordinary a.c. tachometer generator.
The tach generator is caused to rotate
at .such a speed that it produces a volt-
age which cancels out the .signal volt-
age which it is required to integrate.
The speed of armature rotation is then <<^<p ~
proportional to the signal voltage and
the total number of armature revolu-
tions over a period of time is propor-
tional to the integral of the signal volt-
age.
In conclusion, then, it has been at-
^
^c-
/9 ^^^ /
SC/?
T^^
Equations for circuit shown in first column
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Since its inception nearly 23 years ago,
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given
the free world its first tactical guided mis-
sile system, its first earth satellite, and
its first lunar probe.
In the future, underthe direction of the
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, pioneering on the space fron-
...THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE
tier will advance at an accelerated rate.
The preliminary instrument explora-
tions that have already been made only
seem to define how much there is yet
to be learned. During the next few years,
payloads will become larger, trajectories
will become more precise, and distances
covered will become greater. Inspections
will be made of the moon and the plan-
ets and of the vast distances of inter-
planetary space: hard and soft landings
will be made in preparation for the time
when man at last sets foot on new worlds.
In this program, the task of JPL is to
gather new information for a better un-
derstanding of the World and Universe.
"We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of
Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and
then setting out to find the answers. In the course of geffing
ffiese answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that
have sometimes surprised even the scientist.
"Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets?
Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits
to man exist in this enterprise ? No one con say with any accu-
racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth,
first with instruments, then with man. It seems fo me that we
ore obligated to do these things, as human beings'.'
DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A Reseorch Focility operated for the Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
fmp/oymenf opporfun/f/es for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:
INFRA-RED • OPTICS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • ENGINEERING MECHANICS
STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Send professional resume for our immediafe consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory.
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VALVE MECHANISM
P.USK
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FIG. 1
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The Why and the How of . . .
HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTERS
By J. R. Marchetti
In Older to realize the need for such
a device as the hydraulic valve lifter,
the operation of the overhead valve au-
tomobile engine before this innovation
was introduced must be considered. The
following diagram (figure 1) illustrates
a commonly employed automotive valv-
ing mechanism in which each valve is
operated by a rotating cam which im-
parts linear motion to a follower. The
follower or "valve lifter" then actuates
a push rod and rocker arm which in
turn operates the valve.
The effectiveness of this type system
has been well proven. It is used in boats,
planes, trains, and nearly every other
machine that employs an overhead valve
internal combustion engine.
However, this vahing mechanism is
no longer popular in American automo-
biles because of its inherent ability to
produce noise. And why is this so? Sim-
ply because of the fact that an unre-
strained metal part tends to expand as
it is heated. This means that in order
for the mechanism to function properly
at engine operating temperatures a little
"slack" must be allowed to exist in
the system when it is cold. It is this
"slack" or "lash," as it is termed, that
results in the undesirable noise.
If, however, the exact amount of re-
quired slack could be determined and
employed, the engine would produce this
noise only when cold and it w-ould be
more severe under this condition. But
due to mass production requirements,
this is not practicable as the proper
amount of lash may differ with each
engine.
As a result of this, the manufacturer
must include a small additional value
of lash in order to be certain that each
valve train contains the necessary-
amount. For if sufficient lash were not
present in the system when cold, the
valves would be prevented from closing
completely at operating temperature,
and the undesirable result of this con-
dition is an extremely short valve life.
Rut how does all this aft'cct the auto-
mobile owner? Most probably it an-
noys him extremely upon starting his
engine and may continue to do so con-
siderably as he drives down the high-
way, for each time a cam pushes open
a valve this lash is taken up with a re-
sounding "click." The combined effect
of a dozen or more \al\e trains all
clicking continuously may well be con-
sidered as a nuisance.
This "tappet noise," as it is common-
ly referred to, was for many years either
ignored or accepted as a necessary evil
by the majority of automobile owners.
But the consumer who purchased the
more expensive and luxurious automo-
bile demanded that it operate more
quietly. And so it was in this type
of automobile there first appeared an
ingenious gadget which at last did away
with "tappet noise."
This clever little device replaced the
solid cam follower and completely
eliminated valve lash and noise at all
engine temperatures. As its operation
was based upon the incompressibility of
a liquid, it was labeled the "hydraulic
valve lifter" although it did not actu-
ate the valves hydraulically in the usual
sense of the word.
It did, however, open the valves quiet-
( ('.ontinticd on Page 29)
HYDRAULIC VALVE LIFTER
OIL
BALL
SPRING-
(COMPF^SSED)
PUSH ROD
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':SH ROD
SEAT
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FIG. 2
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The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe.
But there is quite another Icind of "space" close at hand, a kind that will always
challenge the genius of man.
This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the
distance between them . . . the kind of space found between mainland and off-
shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply
base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all,
Sikorsky is concerned with the precious "spaceway" that currently exists be-
tween all earthbound places.
Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL
aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most
versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve-
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow's most versatile means of transportation.
Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet.
niKORSKY
AIRCRAFT
For informoKon about careers with us, please ad-
dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department.
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation
STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT
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Hydraulic Valve Lifters
. . .
(Conluuud fi',N! I'agt 27)
ly and, for this reason, was gradually
adopted by the auto manufacturers as
the overhead valve engine became al-
most universally employed. At present
all of the major American automobile
producers use the hydraulic valve lifter
and, although the device has been some-
what altered and refined since its intro-
duction, the basic principle of opera-
tion remains unchanged.
Let it be understood at this point
that the following discussion refers spe-
cifically to neither the earliest nor the
most modern hydraulic lifter, but has
been chosen rather as perhaps the most
representative.
As the diagram (figure 2) illustrates,
the lifter consists of seven principle parts
as labeled.
The plunger and the body are ground
to very close limits and are selectively
fitted to obtain free movement with the
least possible clearance, in order to con-
trol the leakage of oil from the lower
chamber within very close limits. The
spring exerts enough force to take up
all lash between parts in the valve train
without affecting positive seating of the
valve. The check valve ball seats in the
plunger hole and the retainer limits its
travel to a few thousandths of an inch.
In operation, the plunger and lower
chamber are kept filled with oil being
supplied through a passage in the push
rod. When the valve lifter is on the
cam base circle the spring raises the
plunger to eliminate the lash in the
valve train. If the lower chamber is not
completely filled with oil at this time,
oil will run down through the feed hole
past the check valve to fill the chamber.
As the rotating cam raises the lifter
body, the pressure created in the lower
chamber closes the check valve so that
the plunger and push rod seat move with
the body. Force is then transmitted to
the push rod, rocker arm, and valve
without lost motion. As the parts of the
valve train expand due to heat, the
volume of oil in the lower chamber of
the lifter is automatically adjusted
through the check valve to compensate
for these changes and to maintain zero
valve lash at all times.
Return to figure 1 and mentally re-
move the solid metal cam follower. Now
fit snugly into its place, in order to re-
move all lash, a cam follower which
realizes that the parts of the valve train
will expand as the temperature rises.
As this expansion occurs, this new fol-
lower will shorten itself by the same
amount and maintain the snugly fitting
condition that existed in the valve train
when the engine was cold. The new fol-
lower will then facilitate smooth and
quiet valve train operation at all engine
temperatures. This device is referred to
as a Hydraulic Valve Lifter.
'Say Emmy! You best give them fellers at Cape Canaveral another call!"
I/OU Don't Have to Join the
Service for
TRAVEL— ADVENTURE
EDUCATION
FRICK COMPANY offers a training course for a
small select group of trainees each year.
The additional experience and training gained in
this refrigeration course will guarantee your future
in this fast growing field.
Frick graduates are associated with ai! types of
large industry, all over the world.
Find out how you too can join this select group
of refrigeration experts.
IVzite . . .
for details and applications for the Student
Training Course today . . .
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Infrared Seeing
A new iiitraied system sensitive
enough to see moving objects near room
temperature s()lel\' by means of the in-
\isible heat rays they emit has been ile-
xeloped by scientists of the Westing-
liouse research laboratories in Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Known as the phothermionic
imau;e converter, the all-electronic de-
vice changes the infrared radiation emit-
ted by an object into a visible picture
on a television screen. The speed with
which it responds to infrared is rough-
ly equal to that of the liuman eye to
\isibie light.
Disclosure of the infrared imaging
device was made at the winter meeting
of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, by Dr. Ma\ (larbuny, head
of the team of Westinghouse research
scientists that developed the system. The
development, first in a series of svich de-
vices, was sponsored maitdy by the
Wright Air Development Center of
the L'. S. Air Force.
Dr. (larbuny described the Westing-
house phothermionic image converter as
operating on infrared radiation of rela-
tively long wavelengths. Such radiation
is emitted by comparatively cool objects
such as the human body. Hotter objects,
for example those that actually glow red
hot, emit more energetic radiafons of
shorter wavelength in the "near" infra-
red, and are easier to detect.
"Infrared is becoming increasingly im-
portant, particularly in its military ap-
plications," Dr. Garbuny pointed out.
"Infrared systems are used for missile
guidance, fire control, reconnaissance
and warning systems. Their outstanding
advantage is that they are undetectable
by the enemv. No telltale signals are
broadcast. All objects abo\e the temper-
atme of absolute zero constantly enut
infrared radiatio:i, and infrared systems
simply pick up these naturally occurring
signals through space.
"These systems operate upon th:'
broad principle of sensing the heat ener-
gy radiated by a body and converting it,
by means of some form of heat-sensitive
detector, into equivalent electrical sig-
nals that can be amplified and made
visible to the human eye. The tradition-
al method has been to use a sensiti\e
crystal, or infrared cell, to detect the
radiation, and a mechanical scanning
system to make the image visible.
"The newer approach is an all-elec-
troiuc imaging system, because such
a device has the potential advantages of
faster response, higher sensitivity and
better picture detail. The photothermi-
onic converter is an important step in
bringing this type of system to reality.
"It is sensitive enough to detect mov-
ing objects near room temperature when
they exhibit temperature differences of
approximately 20 degrees Fahrenheit.
This is just about the spread between
the temperature of the human body and
that of the average living room. In addi-
tion, the system is fast enough to follow
the movement of such objects with the
same speed as a normally visible ob-
ject is followed b\ the unaided luuuan
eye."
The key compoiu'ut in the newly an-
nounced system. Dr. (iarbuny said, is a
unique infrared-sensitive detector, or ret-
ina. The retina is a three-la\er saiid-
wich only a few nu'llionths of an inch
thick. The center la\er of the sandwich
is an ultra-thin support film of alum-
inum oxide about one nullionth of an
inch thick. This iilm is made b\ chenii-
cally dissolving away all of the alunu'n-
um metal in a piece of suitably treated
household aluminum foil, leaving only
the thin layer of aluminum "rust" which
coats the foil's surface.
The front surface of the oxide film
is coated with an even thinner layer of
nickel, deposited in such thickness that
it strongly absorbs infrared radiation.
The back surface of the film is coated
with a thin layer of a photoemitting ma-
terial called cesium bismuth—a chemical
compound capable of releasing electrons
when light shines upon it. Of key im-
portance is the fact that the photoemit-
ter's ability to release electrons luider
the stimulus of light varies with its tem-
perature, changing two or three per cent
for every degree its temperature changes.
To increase the over-all sensitivity
and performance of the detector, it is
cooled to a temperature of about 180
degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
"In use, the infrared radiation from
an object is focused on the heat-absorb-
ing layer of the retina, forming a tem-
perature pattern of the scene," Dr. Gar-
bvMiy explained. "This temperature pat-
tern transfers through the thin support
layer to the photoemitting surface, where
it can be perceived simply by scan-
ing a spot of light across the surface. As
the light spot scans the photoemitting
surface, many or few electrons flow
from the surface in exact conformity
to the heat pattern on it. These elec-
trical signals are then amplified and fed
to a standard television picture tube,
where a visible picture appears. Thus, a
point by point description of the temper-
ature scene is created on the television
screen."
Two Westinghouse research physi-
cists, T. P. VogI and J. R. Hansen,
joined in leading the technical develop-
ment of the photothernu'onic image con-
\erter. Dr. (larburu' reported.
Moon Reflector
L ni\ersity of Illinois scientists, hav-
ing used the moon as a radio wave re-
flector for more than a year, now are
going to study how large an area of
the sphere actually is doing the reflect-
ing-
They're going to feel out the width
of the area by using radio fingers
stretched ovit into space in the antenna
pattern of a sensitive radio receiver
known as an interferometer.
The study will be undertaken next
month under sponsorship of the Army
Signal Corps by Prof. Harold D. Webb
of the electrical engineering depart-
ment, with Prof. George W. Swen-
( ( ,''iiitiini< il oil Pnyc 32)
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BRAIN TEASERS
Edited by Steve Dilts
This month thf brainteasers are in the
form of an "Aptitude Test" ; but, be
careful, for the questions are trickier
than they appear. The answers can be
found with the answers to last month's
teasers. Score yourself as follows:
16 correct
—
genius.
10 correct—normal.
8 correct—sub-normal.
5 correct—idiot.
1. If you w-ent to bed at 8:00 o'clock
at night and set the alarm to get up at
9:00 o'clock in the morning, how many
hours would this penuit you to sleep?
2. Do the\' have a 4th of July in
England?
3. How man\ birthda\s does the av-
erage man ha\ e ?
4. Why can't a man li\ing in Wins-
ton-Salem, N. C, be buried west of
Mississippi river?
5. If you had only one match, an!
entered a room in which there was a
kerosene lamp, an oil heater, and a
wood burning store, which woidd you
light first?
6. Some months have 30 days, some
have 31, how many have 28 days?
7. If a doctor gave you 3 pills and
told you to take 1 every half hour, how
long would they last you ?
8. A man builds a house with four
sides, and it is rectangular in shape.
Each side has a Southern exposure. A
big bear comes wondering by. What
color is the bear?
0. How far can a dog run into the
woods ?
10. What 4 words appear on every
denomination of L. S. coins?
11. What IS the mininuini number of
active baseball players "on the fiehl
"
during any part of an inning? How
many outs in each inning?
12. I have in my hand 2 U. S. coins
which total 53c in value. One is not a
nickel. Please bear that in mind. What
are the two coins ?
13. A farmer had 17 sheep. All but
nine died. How many did he have left?
14. Divide 30 by y\ and add 10.
What is the answer?
15. Two men play checkers. The\'
played five games and each man wins
the same number of games. How could
this happen?
U). Take two apples from three apples
and what do you have?
17. An archaeologist claimed he
found some gold coins dated 46 B. C.
Do you think that he did ?
18. A woman gives a beggar 50c. The
woman is the beggar's sister, but the
beggar is not the woman's brother. Why
is this?
19. How many animals of each spe-
cies did Moses take aboard the ark
with him?
20. Is it legal in X.C. for a man to
marry his widow's sister?
21. What word is misspelled in this
test ?
if s it-
Here are the answers to last month's
teasers and for the "Aptitude Test."
Take three random groups of three
each and balance two of the groups
against each other. If one of the groups
contains the counterfeit coin, the group
is spotted ; if they balance, the third
group contains the counterfeit. From
the spotted group take any two coins and
balance them ; the lighter coin is the
counterfeit if they don't balance; other-
wise, the third coin is the one.
The assumption that the "l;uly" is
lean Brown, the stenographer, quickh'
leads to a contradiction. Her opening re-
mark brings forth a reply from the per-
son with black hair, therefore Brown's
hair cannot be black. It also cannot be
brown, for then it would match her
name. Therefore it must be white. This
leaves brown for the color of Professor
Black's hair and black for Professor
White. But a statement by the person
with black hair prompts an exclamation
from White, so they cannot be the same
lierson.
It is necessary, therefore, to assume
that Jean Brown is a man and that
either Merle White or Leslie Black is
the lad\-. (All three given names are
used for both sexes. ) Either assumption
leads to the conclusion that Black's h.iir
is white. White's hair is brown and
Brown's hair is black. The lady's hair
is thus either white or brown. If it isn't
brown, the problem asks, what color is
it? Answer: Professor Black is a platin-
um blonde.
A general formula tor this type ot
problem can be deri\ed as follows. Let ^
be the length of the formation of cadets,
and assume that they march this dis-
tance in one unit of time. The dog's
trotting speed (in the same distance and
time units) is d. Let / be the time it
takes the dog to trot from the rear to
the front of the moviiip: formation, and
i the distance of this forward trot. As
the illustration below indicates, the dis-
tance of the return trip is /— s. This
same distance can be expressed in a dif-
ferent way. The dog's entire trip takes
one unit of time, so the time it takes
the dog to trot back is clearly (1 — /).
We can therefore write the following
equation :
d{\—t)^j— s
Expanding the left side and substi-
tuting dt for / on the right gives:
d— dt == dt— s
By the time the dog reaches the front,
the cadets will have gone a distance of
St. Therefore the dog's total distance
forward must equal s plus the st feet
that the cadets have moved by the time
the dog reaches the front rank. This en-
ables us to substitute s -\- st for dt in the
last equation. The resulting equation
simplifies to:
1 he rij'ht side of this equation is now
substituted for d in the equation dt =
.r
-f st to vield :
t(s-lr2st = s + st
In solving the above equation the st
terms cancel out, and / is found to have
a value of 1 '\/2. The dog's total dis-
tance is now easily shown to be s
-\-syJ2
that is, the length of the marching for-
mation phis the same length times the
square root of two. In this particular
case J- == 50 feet, so the dog travels a
little more than 120.7 feet.
The answer to Sam Loyd's version
in which the dog trots around the mov-
ing square, is 209.07 -\- feet.
The \olume of a sphere is 4-3 times
the cube of the radius. Its surface is 4Tr
times the square of the radius. If we ex-
press the moon's radius in "lunars" and
assume that its surface in square lunars
equals its volume in cubic lunars, we can
deternviie the length of the radius sim-
ply by eq\iating the two formulas and
sohing for the \.-ilue ot the radius. Pi
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L.nKil> (Hit iin biitli sides, ami we liiul
that the raihus is thrtr luiiais. '1 In-
iiuHJti's ratlins is l.dSO miles, so a huiai
niusr he ,?()(• miles.
» » »
1. One hour.
2. Yes.
3. One per year.
4. He is alive.
5. The match.
6. All of them.
7. One hour: one now, the second
after a half hour, ami tlie last at the
end of an iiour.
S. White polar bear.
'I. Intil he is completely in the
woods ; then he is running thrmu/li the
woods.
111. I nited States of .America; In
( Mul We Trust.
11. Zero; si\ outs; /.ero /iiHvf lie-
rween the top and bottom of tlie inning.
12. Nickel and fifty cent piece—one
of these isn't a nickel.
13. Nine.
14. Seventy.
15. They were playing other men.
16. Two apples.
17. No; since Christ had not yet
lived, the symbol, H.C, was not yet
used.
IS. The beggar is the woman's sister.
19. Moses didn't take any; Noah did.
20. He can't since he is dead.
21. U'onihrini/ should be jitiiitliririf;
in No. 8.
MORE INDUSTRIAL SKIMMING
son Jr. of electrical engineering and
astronomy as consultant.
H the moon were a polished ball,
signals would be reflected from a tiny
point. Since it is not, they bounce back
toward earth from a fair sized part of
the rough surface. The radius of the
area has been estimated as much as one-
third the radius of the moon.
To find out, the Evans Signal Labor-
atory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., will
beam a r.idio signal at the moon. As it
bounces back to earth, this signal will
be received at the University.
The radio interferometer has a re-
ceiving pattern like the spread fingers of
a hand. Every time the moon passes
over one of the fingers the signals will
come in strong; between fingers it will
drop oflf.
By adjusting these radio fingers into
space, the engineers will feel out the
width of the reflective area and meas-
ure it.
Camera-Binocular
One of the latest gadgets developed
in Japan is a binocular that takes pic-
tures. The camera has an f :3.7 lens and
a 30-exposurc magazine. The binocular
has 400 millimeter 1.8 teleconversion
lenses and magnifies 15 times.
t C'intiiiiu il fro/i' I'll//, .^(1
)
Credit Card Complaint
A San Francisco appliance dealer
complained over lunch in a restaurant
recently that nobody, except banks and
women, likes bank credit cards, because
they cost retailers a percentage of their
profits. "We could fight the banks, but
women would rather argue with the
old man after charging a purchase than
try to get money from him in advance,"
he said. The dealer then paid the check
with his credit card.
Chemistry Goes To Hollywood
A new era in high school chemistry
will be unveiled when the image of
Prof. John C. Bailar Jr., University
of Illinois chemist and president, Amer-
ican Chemical Society, appears on a mo-
tion picture screen to introduce a proj-
ect sponsored by that society and made
possible by the Fund for Advancement
of Education and Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica Films Inc.
He will be introducing a series of
160 half-hour long sound-color motion
picture films which present an entire
one-year high school chemistry course.
The films are intended for classroom
CERAMISTS & CERAMIC ENGINEERS
Do you have an idea that you would
like to develop and produce?
We want a new product to manufacture, and we will back the
right fellow and the right idea with a small factory and laboratory
and the ability to furnish any other help needed, especially good
successful business experience. Address Thi 'J'li h/irji/mph—Box 6
use. They include closcups of experi-
ments and scenes of chemical plants.
Prof. Bailar will attend the preinier
showing along with government, educa-
tional, and scientific leaders, science
writers, and other representatives of
science and the public.
In his introductory remarks. Prof.
Bailar points out that "The American
Chemical Society is directly concerned
not only with training of professional
chemists and chemical engineers, but
also with the problem of acquainting
every high school student with the
meaning and importance of chemistry.
Teacher in the filmed series is Prof.
John F. Baxter, University of Florida,
whom Prof. Bailar presents as "the
classroom colleague for every teacher
who uses the films."
"As president of the American Chem-
ical Society," says Prof. Bailar, "I be-
lieve this project will make a signifi-
cant contribution to improvement of
high school chemistry, and thus to
strengthening the American educational
system."
Costly Mistake
It has cost the Alaska District of the
Corps of Engineers $210,000 to find
out that cold weather and steel-framed
windows do not mix, according to En-
gineering News-Record. Wood frame
windows are replacing the old ones at
two subarctic Air Force bases. It was
found that frost builds up so heavily
on the steel in subzero weather that
the windows are rendered useless for
illuminating purposes.
Smoke Much?
Puffing a cigarette while working or
driving is a hindrance, not a help,
reports Factory Management and Main-
tenance. Carbon monoxide gets the
blame. The bloodstream absorbs the gas
210 times faster than oxygen. It takes
only 3 per cent of carbon monoxide
to cause measurable impairment of
vision and depth perception. Heavy
smoking causes a carbon monoxide con-
centration as high as 10 per cent. C)ne
cigarette adds one-to-one-half per cent of
the gas to your system.
It was the sleepy time of the aft-
ernoon. The prof, droned on and on
formulae, constants and figures. A Ch.
E. Student sitting in the second row,
was unable to restrain himself and gave
a tremendous yawn. Unfortunately, as
he stretched out his arm he caught his
neighbor squarely under the chin,
knocking him to the floor. Horrified, he
bent over the prostrate form just in
time to hear him murmur, "Hit me
again, Sam, I can still hear him."
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If your sights are set on outer space-
U.S. Air Force I.C.B.M. "Titan" shown in the vertical test
laboratory at the Martin Company, Denver, Colorado.
you'll find
Photography
at Work
with you.
From the time a scientist's mind first
sparks an idea for exploring space,
photography gets to work with him. It
saves countless hours in the drafting
stage by reproducing engineers' plans
and drawings. It probes the content
and structure of metals needed by
photomicrography, photospectrography
or x-ray diffraction. It checks the opera-
tion of swift-moving parts with high-
speed movies—records the flight of the
device itself—and finally, pictures what
it is in space the scientist went after in
the first place.
There's hardly a field on which you
can set your sights where photography
does not play a part in producing a
better product or in simplifying work
and routine. It saves time and costs in
research, in production, in sales and
in office routine.
So in whatever you plan to do,
take full advantage of all of the ways
photography can help.
CAREERS WITH KODAK:
With photography and photographic proc-
esses becoming increasingly important in the
business and industry of tomorrow, there
are new and challenging opportunities at
Kodak in research, engineering, electronics,
design, sales, and production.
If you are looking for such an interesting
opportunity, wn.^'tij"; information about
careers with Kodak. \ddfe'=s: Business and
Technical Personnel Dep>Hrtmer.t. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y. TRADEMARK
One of a series
Interview ivitJi
General Electric^s Byron A. Case
Manager—Emijloyee Compensation Service
Your Salary
at General Electric
Several surveys indicate that salary is
not the primary contributor to job
satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con-
siderations will certainly play a big
part in your evaluation of career op-
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the
salary policies of a large employer of
engineers like General Electric will
help you focus your personal salary
objectives.
Salary—a most individual and per-
sonal aspect of your job—is difficult to
discuss in general terms. While recog-
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering
as directly as possible some of your
questions concerning salary:
Q Mr. Case, what starting salary does
your company pay graduate engineers?
A Well, you know as well as I that
graduates' starting salaries are greatly
influenced by the current demand for
engineering talent. This demand es-
tablishes a range of "going rates" for
engineering graduates which is no doubt
widely known on your campus. Be-
cause General Electric seeks outstand-
ing men, G-E starting salaries for these
candidates lie in the upper part of the
range of "going rates." And within
General Electric's range of starting sal-
aries, each candidate's ability and
potential are carefully evaluated to de-
termine his individual starting salary.
Q How do you go about evaluating
my ability and potential value to your
company?
A We evaluate each individual in the
light of information available to v .
type of degree; demonstrated sj^nc^ ar-
ship: extra-curricular contrib;irif,ti> .work
experience; and persf^.-al ci'.>alities as
appraised by inter^-iewercj and faculty
members. These coi-siderations deter-
mine where within G.E.'s current sal-
ary range the engineer's starting salary
will be established.
Q When could I expect my first salary
increase from General Electric and how
much would it be?
A Whether a man is recruited for a
specific job or for one of the principal
training programs for engineers—the
Engineering and Science Program, the
Manufacturing Training Program, or
the Technical Marketing Program—his
individual performance and salary are
reviewed at least once a year.
For engineers one year out of col-
lege, our recent experience indicates a
first-year salary increase between 6 and
15 percent. This percentage spread re-
flects the individual's job performance
and his demonstrated capacity to do
more difficult work. So you see. salary
adjustments reflect individual perform-
ance even at the earliest stages of
professional development. And this
emphasis on performance increases
as experience and general competence
increase.
Q How much can I expect to be making
after five years with General Electric?
A As I just mentioned, ability has a
sharply increasing influence on your
salary, so you have a great deal of per-
sonal control over the answer to your
question.
It may be helpful to look at the cur-
rent salaries of all General Electric
technical-college graduates who re-
ceived their bachelor's degrees in 1954
(and now have five years' experience).
T'.eir current median salary, reflect-
mg both merit and economic changes,
is about 70 percent above the 1954
median starting rate. Current salaries
for outstanding engineers from this
class are more than double the 1954
median starting rates and, in some
cases, are three or four times as great.
Q What kinds of benefit programs
does your company offer, Mr. Case?
A Since I must be brief, I shall merely
outline the many General Electric em-
ployee benefit programs. These include
a liberal pension plan, insurance plans,
an emergency aid plan, employee dis-
counts, and educational assistance pro-
grams.
The General Electric Insurance Plan
has been widely hailed as a "pace
setter" in American industry. In addi-
tion to helping employees and their
families meet ordinary medical expen-
ses, the Plan also affords protection
against the expenses of "catastrophic"
accidents and illnesses which can wipe
out personal savings and put a family
deeply in debt. Additional coverages in-
clude life insurance, accidental death
insurance, and maternity benefits.
Our newest plan is the Savings and
Security Program which permits eni-_
ployees to invest up to six
,'~',cent of
their earnings in U.S. S.ivmgs ^ --nds
or in combinations of Eorii:ua'''"d Gen-
eral Electric stock. These savings are
supplemented by a Company Propor-
tionate Payment equal to 50 percent
of the employee's investment, subject
to a prescribed holding period.
// yoii Uf>iil)l Itkf <t reprint of an
inforttiiiliri' (irlirh' «'/i/;f /*»(/. ""//on'
to Evahntiv Joh Offers" hy Dr. L.
E. Saline, iirile to Seetitm 959-1 1,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, iVf If York.
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